Abstract -This paper investigates a signal acquisition protocol based on level-crossings that permits the demodulation of AM analog/RF signals using only standard digital ATE. The fundamental concept is to capture the signal through the I-bit comparator available in digital tester channels and to process the resulting bit stream to retrieve the analoglRF signal characteristics. The proposed solution is evaluated through both simulation and hardware experiments.
INTRODUCTION
The production test of analog and RF circuits traditionally involves dedicated instruments to perform the acquisition or generation of analog signals. This instrumentation is found in ATE platforms in the form of specific boards that are typically characterized by their sampling frequency and resolution (number of bits). Compared to traditional digital resources, these equipments are extremely expensive.
The requirements regarding instrumentation performance are obvious in the context of a final test, where the quality of the product has definitively to be guaranteed. Wafer-level test is less demanding, in particular if we consider that it must only be good enough to avoid throwing away too many packages. In this context, simpler tests with less capable equipment may be developed.
Our idea is to use standard digital ATE channels to perform some level of RF testing without increasing the cost of the ATE. More precisely, we investigate the opportunity of using the I-bit digitizer available on low-cost digital channels boards to analyze analogiRF signals. This approach is motivated by the fact that devices operate at ever lower supply voltage while speed is ever increasing. Our idea is to exploit this trend and to convert the analysis of analogiRF signals from the voltage domain to the time domain [I] . In addition, it is worth noting that because digital channels are widely available on most ATE platforms, multi-site testing can be actually considered with almost no additional cost.
More specifically, our work investigates the reconstruction of analogIRF modulated signals to address wafer-level testing of telecommunication devices. Standard modulation schemes 978-1-4244-7793-7/10/$26.00 ©20 1 0 IEEE commonly involve phase/frequency or amplitude-shift keying, or a combination of both. In this paper, we focus on amplitude-modulated signals.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes our previous work on the reconstruction of phase/frequency modulated signals based on zero-crossings. Using a similar approach, section III introduces the AM-demodulation concepts and examines the effects of acquisition parameters such as the sampling frequency or the crossing-level in the reconstruction properties. Simulation and experimental results are then discussed in sections IV and V respectively. Finally section VI concludes the paper.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Our strategy to reduce the cost of testing analogiRF functions is to develop test solutions applicable with standard low-cost test equipment in order to provide wafer-level test coverage; the final product will be then tested at package-level using traditional solutions. This approach slightly differs from the main strategies presented in the literature, which consist in either inserting BIST features within the circuit in order to reduce the requirements of the test equipment [2] [3] [4] [5] , or applying shorter alternative tests instead of classical specification-based tests [6] [7] . Our strategy consists in complementing standard low-cost test equipment with signal processing techniques to enable the analysis of analogiRF signals. In particular, the approach is based on the concept of level-crossing detection, which has been widely used in many different application domains such as image and speech processing, wireless communications ... but more sparingly in the context ofanaloglRF testing [8] [9] .
As illustrated in figure 1 , the proposed approach relies on the use of the comparator of a standard digital test channel as a I-bit digitizer in order to convert the analogiRF signal into a bit stream whose transition time information represents the analogiRF signal characteristics. Signal processing algorithms can then be developed to extract the analogiRF signal characteristics. This approach has been introduced in [10] and a dedicated algorithm based on zero-crossing detection has been developed for the analysis of FM-modulated signals. Furthermore, coherent under-sampling has been exploited in The procedure is based on the precise determination of the signal zero-crossing times. To illustrate the approach, let us consider an analog sine-wave sampled by a I-bit comparator with a zero reference level. The resulting signal at the comparator output is a digital signal that switches from logical "0" to logical "1" and Time Stamps (TS) can be associated to the rising/falling transitions. Then for each pair of rising/falling transitions, the signal frequency can be computed as j=II2f1TS, where f1TS corresponds to the time delay between a pair of successive rising and falling transitions. In the ideal case, zero-crossings of the analog sine-wave result in unique transitions at the output of the comparator. However in practice, the analog signal is not a perfect but a noisy signal. As a consequence, multiple transitions at the vicinity of zero-crossings may be present in the digital signal delivered by the comparator (see figure 2 ). To filter these multiple transitions and associate a single Time Stamp to each zero-crossing, we have proposed a simple and robust algorithm based on a running average, i.e. counting the ratio between the numbers of "0" and "1" on a given number of samples. A Time Stamp TS is then associated to a transition when the ratio reaches 50%.
The FM-demodulation principle is directly based on the zero crossing TS determination. More precisely, the principle consists in estimating the deviation of the signal frequency from the carrier frequency, for each period of the FM modulated signal. Practically, the FM-modulated signal is sampled by the ATE comparator with zero reference level. To handle high-frequency signals, coherent under-sampling can be implemented. In this case, the signal is repeated an integer number of times (M), while an integer number of samples (N) is captured at a sampling rate !sample' To ensure coherency, the sampling frequency !sample, the message frequency fm' the number of samples N and the number of repetitions of the message signal M must fulfill the following relationship:
where N and M are whole positive integer values. Moreover, N and M must be chosen as co-prime integers to guarantee that samples will differ from one message signal period to another.
The first step of the post-processing algorithm is then to perform sample reordering on the digital bit stream stored in the ATE memory, also called the zero-crossing vector. The second step corresponds to running average computation and associated TS determination. Finally for each pair of successive rising and falling transitions (TSR,; IT SF;;), i.e. for each period of the carrier signal, the deviation of the signal frequency from the carrier frequency !C. is estimated by:
at time
This reconstructed signal is a discrete signal that corresponds to the modulating signal and that can be further analyzed using FFT for instance.
III. AM-DEMODULATION
In this section, we introduce the principle of AM demodulation based on level-crossing. The concept is similar to FM-demodulation but this time, the idea is to convert the amplitude information contained in an analog/RF signal into timing information contained in the digital bit stream. The comparator should therefore be set with a reference level different than zero.
A. Basics of amplitude estimation
First to illustrate the approach, we consider an ideal analog sine-wave expressed by: The assumption here that the signal frequency is known is not a strong requirement. Indeed, either the signal frequency is effectively known from the application, either it can be easily determined from two successive rising (or falling) transitions of the zero-crossing vector with:
Finally, note that in practice we will not have ideal sine waves but noisy ones, so the running average algorithm will be used to have a correct estimation of the Time Stamps. Besides, coherent under sampling can be implemented to handle high-frequency signals.
B, Amplitude demodulation
Let us now consider the case of an amplitude-modulated signal defined by: SAMet) = A(t) * sin(2lZ'* I *t) (6) In the specific case of a modulation with a sinusoidal signal, we have:
S AM (t) = [a(l + jJcos(2lZ'* 1m *t +tp»] * sin(2lZ'* Ie *t) with a = Ao + Ac and jJ = A m / Ao (7) where Ae and!c are the amplitude and the frequency of the carrier signal, Am andfm are the amplitude and the frequency of the modulating signal (further called "the message"), and Ao is the offset voltage. Here again the demodulation principle is based on the Time Stamp determination previously introduced. The idea is to estimate, for each period of the AM-signal, the amplitude of the modulated signal with eq (4). This amplitude directly corresponds to the amplitude of the reconstructed signal at time t; = (TSR,i + TSF,;) / 2. Figure 4 summarizes the proposed flow, which is very similar to the FM-demodulation case. The only differences are that the comparator should be set with a reference level different than zero, and eq (4) is used to compute the message amplitude from the Time Stamps.
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Message Figure 4 . AM-demodulation using ATE digital channel
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm through simulations. First, we analyze on a simple sine-wave the impact of the comparator threshold, number of acquired samples, and noise level, on the accuracy of the estimated amplitude. Then, we evaluate the performances of the AM-demodulation algorithm on a practical case study.
A. Amplitude estimation results
A number of MA TLAB simulations have been performed considering a simple sine-wave signal of amplitude 1 V and varying the noise level and the ATE sampling rate, for different values of the comparator reference level. For each simulation, we have estimated the amplitude over 10,000 periods of the signal, and we have computed the mean value and the standard deviation of the estimated amplitude. Results are summarized in figure 5 , which gives the estimation error on the mean value together with measurement standard deviation under different conditions. Figure 5 .a analyzes the influence of the comparator reference level for different numbers of samples per period in case of a sine-wave with 5% noise. A first comment is that better results are obtained when the comparator reference level is higher than 50% of the signal amplitude. Indeed for aII values of the comparator reference level above 0.5V, the estimation error on the mean amplitude value remains below ±1 %; the estimation error increases with a systematic overestimation of the signal amplitude for lower values of the comparator reference level.
These results show that the amplitude can be estimated with a good accuracy whatever the comparator reference level, provided that enough samples are coIIected. Indeed, the estimation error on the amplitude mean value can be as high as 5% when using only 60 samples per period with a comparator reference level at 0.2V whereas this error remains below ±l% when 220 samples or more are collected whatever the comparator reference level. So a first recommendation to achieve good accuracy in amplitude estimation is to collect at least 200 samples per signal period. Nevertheless, measurements show a relative dispersion, with a standard deviation that goes from 10% down to 1 % when the comparator reference level increases from 20% to 80% of the signal amplitude range, for 220 or more samples per period. So a second recommendation is to set the comparator reference level as high as high as possible with respect to the signal amplitude.
To further validate these results, we have performed experiments varying the level of noise injected in the signal from 1 % up to 10%. As illustrated by figure 5.b for 380 samples collected per period, the noise level has an impact on the accuracy of prediction but even in presence of 10% noise in the signal, the estimation error on the mean amplitude value remains in the range of ±1 % whatever the comparator reference level. However dispersion on the measurements can be relatively important depending on the comparator reference level.
B. AM-demodulation results
To validate the AM-demodulation algorithm, we consider an AM-signal with a carrier frequency.fc.. = 2.5GHz and a modulating frequency fm= 40MHz as a practical case study. The ratio between the maximum amplitude and minimum amplitude of the AM-signal is set to 3 with Ao=2V and Ac=Am=l V. Moreover, to be able to perform an FFT with an acceptable resolution on the reconstructed message, the signal to be analyzed is made of 32 message periods.
The AM-demodulation algorithm has been simulated for different values of the comparator reference level from 20% up to 80% of the minimum AM-signal amplitude, which corresponds to about 6% up to 26% of the maximum AM signal amplitude. A clock-jitter, modeled as a Gaussian random time-shift of the sampling event with (5= 1 ps, has been included in all simulations in order to consider realistic practical conditions. Figure 6 gives the time-domain and the spectral-domain representations of the reconstructed signal, for two different time resolutions of 2.5ps and 1 ps. It clearly appears that in both cases the post-processing algorithm permits to retrieve the message, and this, whatever the value of the comparator reference level. However as expected, the quality of the reconstructed signal is better for higher comparator level and time resolution. These first results demonstrate the capability of the technique to perform AM-demodulation. In order to further validate the technique, we have performed similar simulations including noise in the signal. Results are summarized in Table I , which reports the SNR values measured over I60MHz bandwidth on the reconstructed signal with 2.5ps and I ps resolution, for different levels of noise injected in the AM-signal. SNRIl'F20dB
Results are in agreement with the preliminary study performed in the previous section. We observe a smooth degradation of the quality of the reconstructed signal when the level of noise increases, with an SNR value that reduces by about 5dB when the noise level increases from 0 to 10%. In addition, we clearly observe the improvement in the quality of the reconstructed signal when increasing the number of acquired samples and for higher values of the comparator reference level. Note that even a comparator reference level at 80% of the minimum AM-signal amplitude is not the most favorable case for accurate amplitude estimation, as it only corresponds to 26% of the maximum AM-signal amplitude. To further improve the accuracy, a potential solution may consist in combining multiple level-crossings.
V. HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS
Hardware measurements have been performed to support these results. Hardware measurements have been carried out using the test setup depicted in figure 7 . The signal to be analyzed is generated by an RF source (Agilent N931OA) directly connected to a PS3600 digital channel of the Verigy 93K ATE. The lOMHz output signal of the RF source is used to synchronize the tester. Indeed, the sample reordering process associated with the under-sampling method requires a very precise synchronization between the analog signal to be captured and the ATE sampling clock. Figure 7 . AM-demodulation setup using digital ATE
We have considered the case study used in simulation to experimentally validate the AM-demodulation algorithm. However due to the limited capabilities of our RF source, hardware measurements are performed with a downscaling of 1,000 with respect to simulation, i.e. the RF source is set to output an AM-modulated signal with 2.5MHz carrier frequency, 40kHz modulation frequency and a modulation depth of 50%. To maintain the same number of samples as in the simulation experiments, the downscaling of 1,000 is also applied on the ATE sampling frequency, which results in a time resolution of 2.5ns and Ins for 320,000 and 800,000 captured samples respectively. Note that the 2.5ns resolution can be achieved with a direct acquisition of the samples without reordering, but that coherent under sampling and reordering is mandatory to achieve the 1 ns resolution (ATE sampling frequency limited to 400MHz).
... Figure 8 gives the time-domain and the spectral-domain representations of the reconstructed signal for the 2.5ns resolution and two different values of comparator reference level set at 30% and 80% of the minimum AM-signal amplitude. Analyzing these results, it can be clearly observed that a better reconstruction of the message is achieved when increasing the comparator reference level. The quantization in the time-domain reconstructed signal is visibly reduced, the overestimation is lessened; and the SNR improves from 15dB up to 25dB. These values are in rather good agreement with simulation results. Figure 9 gives the time-domain and the spectral-domain representations of the reconstructed signal when using a Ins resolution and a comparator reference level at 80% of the minimum amplitude. A good accuracy on the message reconstruction is achieved with a clean time-domain representation, an estimated signal well-centered between 1 V and 3V minimum and maximum amplitudes, and an SNR that improves up to 34dB. Here again, these results are in accordance with simulation results.
More generally, these hardware experiments validate the proposed technique since they actually show that the message of an AM-signal can be reconstructed from the sampling of the signal through a digital tester channel. The accuracy of the reconstruction depends on both the time resolution and the comparator reference level. Considering the practical case study investigated in this paper, an SNR around l5dB is obtained when using only 160 samples per carrier period and around 21dB when using 400 samples per carrier period, for a comparator reference level at 30% of the AM-signal minimum amplitude. When the comparator reference level is set to 80% of the AM-signal minimum amplitude, the SNR improves up to 25dB when using 160 samples per carrier period and 34dB when using 400 samples per carrier period.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates a signal acquisition protocol based on level-crossing and dedicated post-processing reconstruction algorithm in order to develop low-cost test strategies for analogiRF devices. The idea is to use the comparator available in ATE digital channels to perform the signal capture and conversion in the digital domain; the resulting bit stream is then processed to retrieve the analogiRF signal characteristics. In this paper, we have focused on the analysis of amplitude modulated signal. First, we have investigated the impact of acquisition parameters on the reconstruction quality, leading to basic rules for the determination of the sampling frequency and the comparator threshold. Then, we have investigated through simulation the performance of the AM-demodulation algorithm on a case study. Finally, hardware experiments have been presented demonstrating the viability of the proposed technique.
